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Grower? Input supplier?

Distributor?

Retailer?

Happy customers begin by having a good 
shopping experience and then are . . .

successful at home.

A great shopping 
experience can begin 
before the customer 
enters the retail store.

Chevron entry points the way in.
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What happens in the 
first 10-20 feet of 
landing space?

Where do you shop alphabetically?

Orient customers with the same map and ‘You are here’ dots.

Large
Display

How do you arrange benches?

Corn Rows

Large
Display

Chevrons
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Angle benches to visually draw people through the store. Bench height

Bench height and perspective (how much do they see?)

3 ft. tall
4 ft. wide

bench

A person can see more product with a shorter bench height.

2 ft. tall
4 ft. wide

bench
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A person can see even more product now.

18” high
4 ft. wide

bench

Low height endcap at Terrain optimizes viewing plants.

Color contrast endcap and fixture at Koetsiers

Paradox of Choice

Two cameras over each eye.
Participants consent to wearing.

People focus their attention on what they want to think about. So, we 
use Tobii eye-tracking glasses in many studies to understand what 
people look (and think about) as they make product choices.
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Annual Calibrachoa

% Viewed 87.3% A 70.3% B 45.7% C Significant 
difference

Number of Genera, Number of Plants
Plant Type 1, 6 1, 12 1, 24

At how many plants do consumers look?

• Consumers looked at a limited percentage of plants before 
making a choice: 87% with 6 plants 46% with 24 plants. 

Annual
Calibrachoa
Petunia
Verbena
Osteospermum

Likely to Buy

% Viewed

6.2 C

45.7%

6.7  BC

45.0%

7.3 AB

43.8%

7.9 A

36.1%

0.0101

0.3437

Number of Genera, Number of Plants
Plant Type 1, 24 2, 24 3, 24 4, 24 p

How did species number influence purchase?

• Consumers were more likely to buy (LTB) from displays with more 
diverse plants (4 genera).

• The percentage of plants viewed was half or less with 24 plants of 1, 
2, 3, or 4 genera.

Likely to Buy (0 to 10 scale)

Plant Location Average
Left 5.2 b

Right 6.2 a

Percent LTB
Back 22.3% b

Middle 31.0% b
Front 46.7% a

More LTB right

More people likely to 
buy from the front of 
the display.

Across all displays, consumers were more likely to buy from 
the right and front row of the display.

Time to choice (in seconds)

Faster choice from the 
front row.

Faster choice on left.

Plant Location Average (sec)

Back 16.3 b
Middle 15.6 b
Front 12.8 a
Left 12.9 a
Right 15.5 b

Across all displays, consumers purchased faster from the 
front row and from the left side of the display.
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Hoen’s Garden Center, Lucas Co., Ohio

Great
displays
demonstrate
use in context!

Expand that sensory 
(hedonistic) 
experience by 
demonstrating plant 
use in context!

Make utilitarian products beautiful!
Dare to cross those botanical lines!

Dare to cross those botanical lines!

Signs
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Angle signs toward consumers’ eyes.

Sign in center Sign left of center

Heat maps (lower) showing areas of intense visual activity for two displays in 2011 Study by Behe, Getter, and Jones.

Time to first fixation (in seconds) by segment.

Segment
Plant 

oriented
(73%)

Production 
method 

oriented (10%)

Price 
oriented 

(17%)

Production sign 1.23 0.90 1.17

Plant ID sign 1.15 1.27 1.35

Price Sign 1.89 2.01 1.62

Plant material 0.79 1.21 1.36

Behe, B.K., B. L. Campbell, C.R. Hall, H. Khachatryan, J.H. Dennis, R.T. Fernandez, P. Huddleston. 2014. Incorporating eye tracking technology and conjoint analysis 
to better understand the green industry consumer. HortScience. 49(12):1550-1557.

Comparison of Time to First Fixation on 
Signs with Price Positioned Left and 
Right of Center

Left
Average 
seconds

Right
Average 
seconds

Price Position 1.0899 A
(0.0375)

1.7823 B
(0.0563)

F=432.96
p<0.0001

Price Low 1.2204 B 1.7236 C F=14.32
p<0.0001

Medium 1.0694 A 1.9801 D

High 0.9604 A 1.7104 C

How fast do consumers see high, medium, and low prices?

Consumer see signs on the left faster than on the right.
Higher prices are often seen faster than lower prices.
High and moderate prices on the left are seen faster 
than on the right.

Behe, B.K., B. L. Campbell, C.R. Hall, H. Khachatryan, J.H. Dennis, R.T. Fernandez, P. Huddleston. 2014. Incorporating eye tracking technology and conjoint analysis 
to better understand the green industry consumer. HortScience. 49(12):1550-1557.

Focus on features

Focus on benefits

For a low price, all they need is price. 
Moderate price? Need features and benefits. 
High price? Need benefits!
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People 
don’t buy 
features, 
they buy 
benefits!

Image 
Congruency

Show people 
interacting with 
plants.

Show people 
interacting with 
plants.

Image 
Congruency

Summary
 Create a colorful, inviting exterior with 

chevron roof entrance to point the way.
 Give customers a landing space.
 Help orient customers with “you are here” 

maps showing different plant areas.
 Turn benches at an angle to the main aisle 

facilitate looking down the aisle, giving an 
inviting view at the beginning and end.

Summary
 Consider bench height and how much 

product customers can possibly view.
 Position signs for best viewing. 
 Think about sign content. Use features and

benefits to elevate perceived value when 
price is high. Got a great deal? Say nothing 
more.

 Put high prices on the right and sale prices on 
the left of displays.

Summary
 Don’t overwhelm consumers with all displays 

chocked full of product; it overwhelms them.
 Show people enjoying the products you have 

on display to enhance image congruency.
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2017 Funding:  Thank you!
 Corporate sponsors: Masterpiece Flower 

Company LLC
 USDA Federal-State Marketing Improvement 

Program
 Horticultural Research Institute
 Michigan State University’s Project Greeen

Dr. Behe’s salary for these research 
projects was supported by the USDA 
National Food and Agriculture, Hatch 
Project Number MICL 02085, and by 
Michigan State University 
AgBioResearch.
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http://connect-2-consumer.com/

Sign up today!


